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abstract
In recent years, power consumption has become one of the hottest research trends in computer science
and industry. Most of the reasons are related to the operational budget and the environmental issues. In
this paper, we would like to propose an energy-efficient solution for orchestrating the resource in cloud
computing. In nature, the proposed approach firstly predicts the resource utilization of the upcoming
period based on the Gaussian process regression method. Subsequently, the convex optimization
technique is engaged to compute an appropriate quantity of physical servers for each monitoring window.
This quantity of interest is calculated to ensure that a minimum number of servers can still provide an
acceptable quality of service. Finally, a corresponding migrating instruction is issued to stack the virtual
machines and turn off the idle physical servers to achieve the objective of energy savings. In order to
evaluate the proposed method, we conduct the experiments using synthetic data from 29-day period of
Google traces and real workload from the Montage open-source toolkit. Through the evaluation, we show
that the proposed approach can achieve a significant result in reducing the energy consumption as well
as maintaining the system performance.
© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Widely accepted as a system model for providing service,
cloud computing has gradually obtained the popularity among the
platforms that manage the operation of data center. In nature,
cloud computing indeed changes the routine of using and scaling
the physical infrastructure. Instead of separately utilizing different
combinations of servers, storage disks and network facilities for
each client, it would be more convenient and robust to provide
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a transparent access to the computing resources via the Internet
connection. This can be seen as an effort to unify the capacity
of multiple computing nodes to achieve higher level of service
composition. In the perspectives of cloud service provider, cloud
computing makes it possible to reduce the management cost and
the energy consumption which consequently save the budget.
Theoretically, cloud computing mostly relies on the virtualization technology. First, the users interact with the system by
choosing the package of service based on their requirement and
budget. Depending on the submission of users, the cloud orchestrator allocates the requested resources as virtual machines (VMs).
These VMs are usually hosted on the same physical server or cluster according to the objectives of service provider. The procedure
of translating from the resource demand to the VM configuration is
conducted transparently without the awareness of the user. In fact,
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the resource provisioning is done elastically, which is the main reason that makes the cloud computing flexible enough to engage in
the large scale system. However, in order to do the tasks efficiently,
the challenge of balancing between the system performance and
the power consumption has been emerged as a crucial issue.
In order to reduce the power consumption, it is worth to list
out the source of energy burning as well as the methodology to
obtain the energy savings. Clearly, most of the computing facilities
use the energy to maintain their working status. Therefore, the
waste of power can be originated from the inefficient utilization
of provisioned facilities. The common approach to achieve the
energy reduction is to dynamically scale down the size of running
clusters. With the help of virtualization, the target can be done by
applying the VM migration. It means that the VMs can be stacked
into a minimum number of physical machines (PMs). After that, the
decision of turning on/off the running PMs can help to satisfy the
requirement of maintaining the performance as well as reducing
the used power.
Although the idea to compact the size of cloud clusters is quite
interesting, the problem of latency and inaccuracy in measuring
and monitoring the resource utilization might affect the precision
of making the optimization. This problem might lead to the inappropriate decisions in migrating and stacking the VMs. Consequently, the effectiveness of the energy savings method might be
degraded drastically. To overcome this issue, we would like to propose an approach based on the predictive optimization technique.
In our approach, the Gaussian process regression (GPR) is applied
to provide the predictive monitoring information instead of the
aforementioned obsolete data. Theoretically, GPR can be considered as one of the most effective regression techniques in terms
of accuracy, flexibility and robustness. By using GPR in processing
the monitoring data, the awareness of futuristic trends on the system utilization can be obtained. Subsequently, this benefit helps
the convex optimization to produce more adaptive and precise energy savings scheme for the cloud orchestrator. To summarize, in
this research, we couple the prediction technique and the convex
optimization to solve two questions. The first one is how to effectively reduce the power consumption in cloud computing based
on early predictive system statistics. Subsequently, the remaining
question to answer is whether it is possible to find the boundary solution that balances the energy savings and the quality of services.
In particular, our contributions focus on two main points as
follows:

• We apply our prediction technique [7] to provide the predictive
statistics that enhance the usefulness of monitoring data. Note
that the useful monitoring data is defined to support the system
making early appropriate reactions just in time by providing the
futuristic analysis. In our approach, this special kind of data is
effectively used to consolidate the virtual machines through the
optimization procedure.
• We design an energy efficiency model using convex optimization to optimally create the migrating instructions for the
orchestrator. By consolidating the VMs via the migration mechanism, the orchestrator can reduce the power consumption as
well as improve the cluster utilization by turning-off the idle
physical machines, but still keep an acceptable performance for
the currently running tasks.
It is worth noting that the meaning of acceptable performance
mainly involves two conditions. The first condition is to maintain
the quality of services which is specified in the service level
agreement (SLA) document. In case the first condition is violated,
the second condition is to minimize the catastrophic effects on
the system performance as well as balance the penalty cost with
regard to the power savings in the optimization module. When
these conditions are still firmly hold, the system performance are

kept in an acceptable level. The mechanism of how to preserve
these conditions can be found in the following sections.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we introduce some related works in the area of energy efficiency.
Section 3 presents an overview of our proposed architecture. Next,
Section 4 illustrates our analysis and proposal to enhance the
nature of the monitoring data by using GPR technique. Section 5
includes the optimization steps to minimize the size of running
facilities with regard to the predictive analysis provided by GPR.
Section 6 evaluates the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
Finally, Section 7 gives the conclusion of paper and outlines our
future work.
2. Related works
Energy efficiency in cloud computing can be achieved via
two main approaches: by optimizing the operation of physical
machines (PMs), or by consolidating the virtual machines (VMs)
in the clusters. While the former approach targets on reducing
the energy consumption of individual server, the latter one
tries to schedule and migrate the virtual machines to serve the
user’s requirement on a minimum number of PMs. Both of these
approaches have their own pros and cons as shown below.
For the PMs optimization approaches, the dynamic voltage and
frequency scaling (DVFS) [8,24] is a technique to automatically
change the frequency and the voltage ‘on the fly’. The purpose of
this technique is to save the power and mitigate the heat from
processors. Less heat generated allows the cooling system to be
under-performed or even turned off. This fact also leads to the
noise reduction and better energy savings. The main drawback of
this technique is to reduce the performance proportionally to the
saved energy. Because of this reason, DVFS is usually used in laptops and hand-held devices which prefer the long-lasting battery
rather than the power of computation [22]. Besides, this technique
is also used in the system which prefers low heat emission. For high
performance computing or computational intensive system, DVFS
might not be a suitable solution. The DVFS technique can be implemented either on hardware and software levels. For example,
Intel and AMD applied DVFS in their hardware throttling technologies, namely SpeedStep and Cool’n’Quite, respectively. On software
level, the Linux OS governors can control the frequency of processors via the ACPI interfaces.
In the other hand, the power capping [20] or power budgeting
is usually used in the power-limited data centers. This solution
enables the capability of controlling the power budget on systemlevel or rack-level. In fact, power capping is considered to be a
key factor for engaging the power shifting, which is the technique
to individually allocate the power to each server in the cluster.
According to the original design of this idea, the high priority
servers might receive more power than the lower ones. Because
power capping can be done out-of-band, the failure of operating
system does not affect the functionality of the power management.
The implementation of power capping can be found in HP
Intelligent Power Discovery and IBM Systems Director.
Nowadays, most of the recent processors are equipped with
the power saving modes, namely C-states [26]. This configuration
enables the capability for the idle processors to turn off the unused
components in order to save the power. Although C-states existed
in laptops for lengthening the battery life for a while, they are
rarely used in the server because of the disadvantage of deep
sleep. This issue happens when the processor sticks in some energy
saving states and yet requires for a long period to wake up. Clearly,
the problem of deep sleep state makes the server unable to fulfill
the requirement of computational intensive tasks. Another issue
of C-states is that this mechanism depends on the functionality of
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the system kernel which sometimes fails to provide the suitable
instructions.
For the VM consolidation approaches, most of the solutions focus on solving the problem of VMs placement with regard to the
performance of PMs [4]. Since the VMs and the PMs can be partially
considered as the objects and the bins, respectively, the aforementioned problem is narrowed down to the bin packing issue which
is NP-hard [2]. As a consequence, the heuristics approaches such
as best fit decreasing [2] and first fit decreasing [10] are known to
be the standard solutions. By applying these approaches, the VMs
can be distributed to the smaller size of PMs pool. Because of this
reason, the family of bin packing algorithms seems to be really attractive to provide a closely optimal solution over the cloud system.
Unfortunately, the requirement of heuristics approaches is that the
number of VMs must be fixed and known in advance at the starting time. Obviously, this requirement directly violates the elasticity
and the multi-tenancy features of cloud computing. Moreover, the
fluctuation in the workload of computing nodes definitely makes
the bin packing approaches defective and subsequently violates
the quality of service.
To overcome the above issue, the prediction techniques can be
the potential solutions. By equipping the system with the capability of anticipating the utilization of computing nodes in near future,
the orchestrator can make better decision and mitigate the negative effect of workload changes. Basically, there have been a number of approaches to predict the workload such as Hidden Markov
model [13] and polynomial fitting [37] in grid systems. However,
these solutions are not appropriate in dealing with the cloud workloads which follow the philosophy of on-demanded resource provisioning. Lastly, the approach in [12] uses the Wiener filter as
a predictor to estimate the cluster workload. Unfortunately, the
Wiener filter only works best with the stationary signal and noise
spectrum. This reason makes the solution potentially inapplicable
for predicting the utilization of the cloud cluster.
On the other hand, the research in [11,30,3] propose many
specific schedulers to cope with other system aspects such
as network traffic, communication rates, system powers and
resource reconfiguration in the fog computing and the networked
data centers. These approaches might help to optimize the
network throughput, the wireless transmission rate as well as the
resource balancing, particularly for TCP/IP vehicular connections
and networking in data centers; finally, also obtaining the energy
efficiency.
By examining the related works, we have come to a conclusion
that although the research on energy efficiency exists, not many
researchers have thoroughly attempted to balance the energy
savings and the performance of cloud computing within a
reasonable price. The reason is that none of the existing works has
considered the nature of the cloud system as a truly probabilistic
queuing system and proposed the corresponding suitable solution.
Based on this motivation, we would like to propose our approach
to practically and thoroughly solve the energy issue of cloud
computing by using the knowledge of queuing theory and convex
optimization.
3. Proposed architecture
3.1. System description
In the perspectives of physical system, cloud computing can
be considered as the clusters as seen in Fig. 1. These clusters
consist of a number of physical servers which host many virtual
machines inside. Also in this figure, each virtual machine possesses
various utilization and capacity of computing resources. It is worth
noting that the mentioned infrastructure is homogeneous system
for the reason of computational convenience. It means that every
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Fig. 1. Representation of resource utilization of virtual machines over a physical
cluster.

physical machines are equipped with the same type and the same
capacity of facilities. Generally, the heterogeneous system might
be treated with a similar approach by adding some extra weighted
parameters to reflect the differences in configurations. However,
this issue is not in the scope of the paper and would not be
considered at this moment.
For setting the final goal of research, the proposed architecture
is targeted to reduce the power consumption of the cloud. To
achieve this goal, the appropriate decision of turning off the idle
physical servers is chosen. Theoretically, a machine in the idle
state burns the electricity up to 60% [14,23,18] of the peak energy
(which is used to run the machine in peak performance). Contrary
to this point, turning on a machine just costs 23.9% [29] of the
peak power. Moreover, idle-energy waste is also increased by
the losses in delivering the power as well as maintaining the
cooling system, which would be an upsurge in power consumption
requirements. Therefore, shutting the idle machines down can save
more power than keeping them in the idle mode, even we have to
pay the extra costs to turn on the machines subsequently. Based
on this philosophy, we would like to introduce the architecture of
energy efficiency management (E2M) system depicted in Fig. 2. The
objective of this architecture is to optimally schedule and re-locate
the virtual machines over the physical servers of the cloud clusters.
Finally, the idle physical nodes are temporarily terminated to save
the power. The functionality of each component in E2M system is
as follows:

• The Ganglia [32] monitoring component takes responsibility of
collecting the information of resources utilization. Ganglia is
considered to be simple but robust and effective to monitor
most of the required metrics. The objects of this component are
the PMs as well as the VMs denoted as the monitored nodes.
Periodically, Ganglia reliably provides the input statistics to the
predictor component.
• The predictor, which is built on the Gaussian process regression,
is responsible to produce the predictive statistics of the next
monitoring epoch based on the data coming from Ganglia.
This futuristic utilization information of the virtual machines
and the physical servers is subsequently used in the energy
optimizer.
• The energy optimizer, as its name, does the optimization to
balance between saving the energy and maintaining the system
performance. Basically, this component makes the decision
of how many physical servers are appropriate to cover the
VMs requests. Besides, the energy optimizer also evaluates the
potential nodes to issue the migration. After that, the migrating
instruction would be sent to the cloud orchestrator for further
execution.
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Fig. 2. Architecture of energy efficiency management (E2M) system.

Fig. 3. Flowchart of energy efficiency management (E2M) system.

For the convenience of presentation, the migrating instruction
created in the energy optimizer would be introduced in the next
section. This instruction comprises the nature of migration as well
as the selection of the source and destination PMs to extract and
send the VMs, respectively.
3.2. Migrating instruction
In order to clarify the nature of VM migration, we would like to
mention that Xen’s live migration is engaged in the orchestrator.
By definition, live migration is used to ensure the operation and
mitigate the down time of the VMs during the transfer period.
Due to this reason, the availability and the seamlessness of the
service can be preserved. In fact, when this migration mechanism
is activated, only the memory of VMs is sent via the network.
Therefore, the VM is kept running and suffered only for a very
short period of postponed state. Indeed, there is an evidence [31]
showing that live migration might cost less than 100 ms for the
amount of downtime, which is acceptable in the service providing.
Besides, this technique helps to get rid of the network contention
and the processing overhead. Eventually, in case there is any
serious degradation of system performance, the suspended PMs
would be started by using Wake on LAN protocol. In our design,
the migrating instruction is generated in the power management
component of the energy optimizer as shown in Fig. 3.
In order to issue the VM migration, we assume that the
energy optimizer has collected enough predictive statistics of

monitored nodes and calculated the optimal number of PMs. From
this assumption, the problem now is how to decrease/increase
the current number of PMs to the aforementioned optimal one.
Obviously, choosing the physical source node to extract the target
VMs is not an obstacle. In fact, the lowest utilization node in terms
of CPU and memory is chosen to be the source node. Then, the
only remaining issue is to choose the placement for the extracted
VMs. Depending on the knowledge of operating system [35,15],
as well as the queuing theory, various critical conditions must be
considered in order to judge the destination. First, the destination
node should not be the same as the source node. Moreover, the
destination node should not be blocked (the node should not be
too busy, as it would be failed to accept the target VM). Finally,
when these conditions are matched, the node with the highest
estimation of utilization is selected as the next destination node.
In the following part, we study how to estimate the blocking rate
of a physical node. This study relies on the queuing theory of task
processing.
Assuming that an arriving task comes to a specified node, the
task might ‘see’ an average number of currently running tasks
which are being held in progress. Because the arrival counting
follows the Poisson process, the Poisson arrival see time averages
(PASTA) theory [16] is applicable when estimating the desired
average number of running tasks. Following the PASTA theory, the
average arrival time is considered to be equal to the time average or
the expectation of waiting time in the considered node. By applying
the Pollaczek–Khintchine formula [16], the expectation waiting
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time Ej of node j can be calculated as follows:
Ej (W ) =

λτ 1/µ2
,
2(1 − λτ 1/µ)

the input data comes to the predictor as a set of n time locations,
the kernel should be engaged in the matrix form as follows:
k(x1 , x1 )
k(x2 , x1 )

(1)



in which, λτ is the arrival rate of the tasks at time τ , µ is the service
rate of the considered physical server j and W is the expected
scheduling latency in this server [16]. After estimating the arrival
average, the blocking rate of the server j can be obtained via
dividing this value by the service rate as follows:

K=


BRj =

Ej (W )

µ

.

(2)

By evaluating the blocking rate BRj of each physical server j, it
is easy for the power management component to determine the
destination to migrate the target VM. If there is no available node
for destination promotion, the migration procedure is postponed
until there is at least one unblocked node. Finally, in the worst
case scenario when all of the running nodes are blocked, a turningon procedure is issued via Wake on LAN protocol in order to start
the inactive servers one by one. Practically, this strategy helps the
cloud system to maintain an acceptable performance.
4. Prediction model

..
.
k(xn , x1 )

Before establishing the above migrating instruction, the optimization procedure should be issued in advance. In order to do
that, this section illustrates the study of how we build the prediction model. In our architecture, the objective of prediction is to anticipate the utilization of the resources. The anticipation process
is mostly executed in the predictor component as seen in Fig. 3.
Inside this component, the Bayesian learning and Gaussian process regression (GPR) are employed as the inference technique and
probability framework, respectively. Because the input data for this
model is the time-series utilization, the curve-fitting is preferred
over the function mapping for mapping approach.
The working of prediction depends on the monitoring statistics
which reflect the historical utilization of the cluster facilities.
In order to conveniently organize and execute these data, we
define a special terminology, namely the monitoring window,
which describes a fixed period of workload collection. Assuming
that the input data is a limited collection of time location x =
[x1 , x2 , x3 , . . . , xn ] (the gap between two consecutive elements of
this set x forms up a monitoring window denoted by m), a finite
set of random variable y = [y1 , y2 , y3 , . . . , yn ] represents the
corresponding joint Gaussian distribution of historical monitoring
statistics of the resource with regard to the time order. This set over
the time actually forms up the Gaussian process:





(3)

with
m(x) = E f (x) ,









k(x, x′ ) = E f (x) − m(x) f (x′ ) − m(x′ ) ,

(4)



(5)

in which, m(x) is the mean function, evaluated at the time location
variable x, and k(x, x′ ) is the covariance function, also known as the
kernel function [25]. By definition, the kernel function is a positivedefinite function which is used to define the prior knowledge
of the underlying relationship. In addition, the kernel function
comprises some special parameters that specify its own shape.
These parameters are referred to as the hyper-parameters. Because

k(x1 , x2 )
k(x2 , x2 )

..
.
k(xn , x2 )

k(x1 , xn )
k(x2 , xn )

···
···
..
.



.
..

.
k(xn , xn )

···

(6)

Generally, the square-exponential (SE) kernel, also known as
the radial basis function (RBF) kernel, is chosen as the basic
kernel function. In reality, SE kernel is favored in most of the
Gaussian process applications, because this kernel requires only a
few parameters to calculate. The formula for SE kernel is described
as follows:


kSE (x, x ) = σ exp −
′

2
f

(x − x′ )2



2l2

,

(7)

in which, σf is the output-scale amplitude and l is the time-scale
of the variable x from one moment to the next. l also stands for the
bandwidth of the kernel and the smoothness of the function. In the
next step, we evaluate the posterior distribution of the Gaussian
process. Assuming that the incoming value of the input data is
(x∗ , y∗ ), the joint distribution of training output y, and test output
y∗ is as follows:

 

f (y|x) ∼ GP m(x), k(x, x′ ) ,
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p

y
y∗

m(x)
K(x, x′ )
,
m(x∗ )
K(x∗ , x)


= GP

 

K(x, x∗ )
K(x∗ , x∗ )


,

(8)

here, K(x∗ , x∗ ) = k(x∗ , x∗ ), K(x, x∗ ) is the column vector made
from k(x1 , x∗ ), k(x2 , x∗ ) . . ., k(xn , x∗ ). In addition, K(x∗ , x) =
K(x, x∗ )⊤ is the transposition of K(x, x∗ ). Subsequently, the
posterior distribution over y∗ can be evaluated with the below
mean m∗ and covariance C∗ :
m∗ = m(x∗ ) + K(x∗ , x)K(x, x′ )−1 (y − m(x)),
C∗ = K(x∗ , x∗ ) − K(x∗ , x)K(x, x )

′ −1

K(x, x∗ ),

(9)
(10)

then
p(y∗ ) ∼ GP (m∗ , C∗ ).

(11)

The best estimation of y∗ is the mean of the above distribution:
y∗ = K(x∗ , x)K(x, x′ )−1 y.

(12)

In addition, the uncertainty of the estimation is captured in the
variance of the distribution as follows:
var (y∗ ) = K(x∗ , x∗ ) − K(x∗ , x)K(x, x′ )−1 K(x, x∗ ).

(13)

Theoretically, the predictive system statistics retrieved from
GPR is highly accurate compared to other regression methods [28].
However, the standard implementation of GPR costs O(n3 ) for
computational complexity and O(n2 ) for storage complexity
when calculating n training points of the dataset [9]. Most of
the complexity comes from calculating the matrix inverse and
log determinant in both hyper-parameter learning and training
phases, which are two main phases of GPR. This can be seen as
the drawback of GPR, which prevents the prediction from being
quickly calculated on a large dataset. To solve this problem, we
use the complexity reduction technique applying to each phase of
the prediction process. For the hyper parameters learning phase,
the combination of the law of log determinant, the fast Fourier
transform and the stochastic gradient descent are proposed to
reduce the complexity to O(n log n) with n stands for the number
of training points. For the training phase, we have proposed the
parallel improved fast Gauss transform (pIFGT) to achieve O(n)
for the complexity, which is really fast to do the prediction.
These techniques have been already proposed in our previous
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research [7]. Further discussion can be found in detail in the
original paper.
5. Energy optimization

We would like to simplify this equation by setting δm
fc
max{Um/C fc }, then (14) turns into:
z
Im
= max{Imfc } =
fc

After having the predictive statistics, the final step is to calculate
the suitable amount of needed physical machines (PMs). It is worth
mentioning that the amount is referred to as the energy decision
and used to produce the VM migrating instruction. The calculation
process is known as the optimization, which is mainly held in
the energy optimizer as seen in Fig. 3. Analytically, the energy
optimizer consists of two components: the cluster optimizer and
the power management that produce the energy decision as well
as the VM migrating instruction, respectively. Note that the power
management keeps track of the cluster resource pool to estimate
the blocking rate, which is presented in the previous migrating
instruction section. In this section, the working of the cluster
optimizer would be included in detail.
5.1. System description
As mentioned in the system description section, the target
system is known in advance to be a homogeneous system. At the
monitoring window m, the system comprises Pm ∈ N+ physical
machines. The number of Pm might be changed as time progresses
due to the scaling factor of fault tolerant issue. Each physical
machine possesses a set of facilities denoted by f ∈ N+ . Usually,
we focus on two types of facilities which are CPU and memory.
These facilities actually provide the major information to operate
the optimization. To measure this information in cluster level, the
f
f
global utilization Umi ∈ R+ as well as the individual utilization Imi ∈
R+ of each resource are needed to collect continuously at every
monitoring window m. Note that fi stands for a general element
i in the set f . For example, fc might stands for CPU, particularly.
Among the set of Pm physical machines, only the running machines,
denoted by am at the monitoring m, are worth considering.
At this stage, the target is to reduce am but still maintains
the system performance. If this requirement can be obtained, the
cloud system might significantly save the power, condense the
utilization and ensure the quality of service. In the next sections,
the modeling of these imperative objectives would be described
one by one in detail.
5.2. Performance modeling
In this section, we model the performance issue into the cost.
It is obvious that consolidating the VMs to a reduced pool of
the PMs leads to the high utilization in each node. However, if
the utilization increases without the control, the performance is
critically affected. This issue might result in system overhead and
high latency in task scheduling [38]. Due to this reason, we would
like to take into account the performance issue as a penalty cost to
ensure the quality of service.
There are evidences [29,6] showing that the utilization of a
machine and the average latency in task scheduling (hereinafter:
average latency) are in a linear relationship. Therefore, it is
reasonable to measure the performance of a cluster via the average
latency denoted by lm . Certainly, the variable lm should be limited
by the threshold l, which is described in the service level agreement
(SLA) document. Usually, the violation of SLA occurs when the
whole system comes to the state of peak performance. We denote
the CPU resource of the exhausted nodes by variable z. Due to the
goal of getting high utilization for every nodes, the utilization of z
is given by:


z
Im

fc
Im

= max{ } = max
fc

fc

f

Umc
am C fc


.

(14)

δm
am

.

=

(15)

z
From (15), it is obvious that Im
is a decreasing function of am .
It means that the average latency would increase along with the
decline in the number of running machines. Subsequently, the
average latency lm can be calculated by using the expectation
waiting time Ez of the exhausted CPU as described in the migrating
instruction section:
z
lm (Im
) = E(z ) =

λm 1/µ2
,
2(1 − λm 1/µ)

(16)

where λm is the arrival rate of the tasks at monitoring window m,
µ is the service rate of CPU z. After having the result of lm , we can
determine whether the quality of service is still satisfied or not by
comparing with the threshold l. If there is any violation, the penalty
p
cost denoted by Cm should be applied. This cost is exponentially
increased with regard to the number of violations and given by:
p
Cm
= wm sp (lm (Imz ) − l)+ ,

(17)

where wm and sp stand for the weight factor showing the
criticalness of the violation at monitoring window m and the basic
price of the penalty, respectively.
Since the penalty cost depends on the measurement of
exhausted nodes and the weight factor wm , the performance
degradation is safely limited. Furthermore, the weight factor wm
is calculated based on the fault tolerance β , which measures the
difference between the most recent average latency lm−1 and the
current one lm . The value of β is normalized into the range of
[−0.1, 0.1] by using the Irritates algorithm. Initially, w0 is set to
1; i.e., w0 = 1, and for the monitoring window m, wm is updated as

wm = (1 + β)wm+−1 .

(18)

The weight factor wm is designed to make positive impact
on the system if the average latency increases. It means there
would be a limited number of running nodes that are slightly kept
under-performance to deal with the fluctuation in VM requests.
Practically, the redundancy is necessary to reduce the criticalness
of SLA violation as well as improve the stability of the physical
infrastructure.
5.3. Energy modeling
Prior to this section, we know that the power consuming
overtime is the result of maintaining the operation of physical
machines [1,17]. Regarding to each physical node, the relationship
between the cost of energy consumption and the running devices
at monitoring window m can be mapped into a linear increasing
function as follows:
em = Pidle + Prunning .

(19)

Denote sm as the basic price of electricity at monitoring window
m, with am running machines of the cluster, the energy cost
e
denoted by Cm
is given by:
e
Cm
(am ) = sm am em = sm am (Pidle + Prunning ).

(20)

In (20), the energy of running machines cannot be cut down
because of the performance, so this part should be dropped from
the energy modeling as follows:
e
Cm
(am ) = sm am Pidle .

(21)
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Table 1
Google cluster’s organization and configuration.

5.4. Cluster optimizer
In this section, we include the description of the energy optimizer in detail. After having the modeling of performance and energy, the optimization can be conducted with regard to the goal
of saving the energy and maintaining the performance. As discussed in the introduction section, the quantity of running machines needs to be minimized to reduce the energy consumption.
This requirement is modeled by using the convex optimization
technique as follows:
z
min (wm sp (lm (Im
) − l)+ + sm am Pidle ).

(22)

0≤am ≤Pm

Denote the optimal number of running machines by a∗m , as
z
shown in the performance modeling section, the function lm (Im
)
is a decreasing function of am . Thus, we have the condition on a∗m
as below:

δm

a∗m ≤ −1 .
lm (l)

the performance. Because of that, (22) can be clarified as shown
below:
min

(w

( ( ) − l) + sm am Pidle ).
+

z
m sp lm Im

(24)

The Lagrangian function of the problem shown by (24) is given
by:

 

L(am , γ ) = wm sp lm

δm



am

+
−l



δm



+ α(0 − am ). (25)
am − − 1
lm (l)
Using Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions on the Lagrangian
function shown by (25), we would have the partial derivatives as
follows:
+ sm am Pidle + γ

 
∂ lm aδmm  1 
∂L
= sm Pidle − wm sp δm
+ γ − α,
∂a
∂a
a2m
α am = 0,


δm
γ − 1 − am = 0 ,
lm (l)
δm
0 ≤ am ≤ −1 ,
lm (l)
α, γ ≥ 0.

(26)

There are two cases of solving this optimization problem, which
are:

• γ > 0 or α > 0. In this case, the conditions become boundary
1
conditions, then the feasible solution can be a∗m = δm/l−
m (l) or
a∗m = 0.
• γ = 0 and α = 0. Because the function lm (.) following
Pollaczek Khinchin formula which is convex [21], the solution
for the above optimization problem can be achieved by solving
the first condition of (26) as shown below:


am = δ m +
∗

Quantity of nodes

Category

CPU

RAM

1
3
5
5
52
126
795
1001
3863
6732

1
3
1
1
1
2
3
1
1
1

0.50
1.00
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.25
1.00
0.50
0.50
0.50

0.06
0.50
0.97
0.03
0.12
0.25
1.00
0.75
0.25
0.50

Table 2
Summary of Google traces’ characteristics.
Time span

# of PMs

#VM requests

Trace size

# of users

29 days

12 583

>25 M

>39 GB

925

(23)

1
The reason for this condition is that if a∗m ≥ δm/l−
m (l) and
(lm (Imz ) − l) = (lm (δm/am ) − l)+ = 0, then the decline of a∗m to
δm/l−1 (l) can mitigate the energy consumption when still preserving
m

δ
0≤am ≤ −1m
lm ( l)
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w m sp δ m
,
2µsm Pidle

(27)

where µ is the service rate of the CPU z as shown in (16). Obviously, the solution shows the fact that the optimization is an
effort to keep balance between reducing the energy consumption and maintaining the quality of service as discussed before.

6. Performance evaluation
6.1. Experiment design
In this section, we conduct the experiments to evaluate the
performance of the proposed approach (E2M). All the experiments
are benchmarked on a system of 16 homogeneous servers. Each of
them is equipped with the quad-core Intel Xeon E7-2870 2.4 Ghz,
12 GB of RAM and hosts up to 8 VMs. For the connection, the Gigabit
Ethernet Controller is used to communicate between these servers.
In summary, the physical infrastructure is able to host up to 128
connected VMs to serve the experiments.
There are two kinds of experiments in the evaluation. In the first
experiment, Google traces [33] are used to simulate the workload
for training the energy efficiency management system. Announced
by Google, these traces provide the monitoring data on cluster
level from more than 12,500 machines during the period of 29
days. The organization and configuration of these machines can be
found in Table 1. Because the whole cluster is heterogeneous in
terms of system type and capacity, we decide to choose the largest
homogeneous set which consists of 6732 machines to conduct
the experiment. It is worth noting that the capacities of traced
machines are normalized by Google. Due to the super large size
of Google traces (over 39 GB of compressed data), we choose some
random parts of the aforementioned homogeneous subset to do
the experiments. Each part consists of 24-hour period of traces.
The total size of this portion is over 2.26 GB. For the ease of
presentation, we scale the maximum length of measurement to
60 s. We also use this duration as the length of our monitoring
window.
For more information, Google traces consist of greater than 25
million tasks. Each task can be referred to as a VM request and be
scheduled on a physical machine (PM). Since there are a number
of VM requests sending to the PM, these requests should follow a
queuing model. Obviously, the queuing delay is unavoidable and
can be referred to as the aforementioned average latency in task
scheduling. The computing resources, which are used to initialize
the VMs, are up to the user’s demand. It is worth noting that even
the user does not utilize all the requested resources intensively,
these resources are maintained until the corresponding requests
are fully released. Only when all the VMs in a specific PM are
released, the PM is allowed to shut down. The summary of Google
traces’ characteristics can be found in Table 2.
In the second experiment, we use the Montage workflow
[19,5] to test the energy efficiency of the proposed approach in
real-world scenario. It is worth noting that Montage is an effort of
NASA to assemble the flexible image transport system (FITS) into
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(a) Average memory utilization (higher is better).

(b) Average CPU utilization (higher is better).

Fig. 4. Utilization evaluation of the proposed method in Google traces experiment.

custom mosaics [34]. There are four steps to produce an image
mosaic in Montage. First, the geometry of the input images is
discovered from the input FITS keywords and used to calculate
the geometry of the output mosaic. After that, the re-projection
of the input images to the same spatial scale and rotation is
performed. Subsequently, the background radiation in the input
images is modeled to achieve common flux scales and background
levels. Finally, the re-projected, background-corrected images are
co-added to create the output mosaic. The Montage execution is
measured to consist of 10 429 tasks. The detail information of
Montage can be found in the original references and website.
6.2. Implementation
For the information of scheduling algorithm, we engage the
default first fit algorithm which is popularly used in many wellknown orchestrators such as Nimbus, OpenNebula and OpenStack.
We conduct the experiments under four schemes for comparison
purpose. These schemes are as follows:

• The default schemes: which is the scheme that all the machines
of the cluster are turned on from the beginning to the end of
the benchmark. No power saving technique is applied in this
scheme.
• The greedy first fit decreasing (FFD) approach: represents the
modified VM placement algorithm which is originated from
an interesting research of VM consolidation [27] to improve
the energy efficiency in cloud computing environment. This
approach actually sorts the VMs by the decreasing order of CPU
requests and places the queue of VMs into the first host fitting
the resource requirement. The VM placement is conducted
according to the bin packing methodology.
• The proposed approach (E2M): is implemented and evaluated
with all the prediction and optimization enabled.
• The optimal energy-aware approach: represents the scheme in
which the optimizer cares only for the energy consumption.
Because of that, the power management component in this case
always produce the optimal solutions to greatly save the energy
regardless of the performance.
6.3. Utilization analysis
All four schemes start running with the same configuration of
the cluster. For the evaluation purpose, the memory and the CPU

Table 3
Average utilization of cluster facilities.

CPU
Memory

Default

FFD

E2M

Optimal

27.40%
28.35%

45.26%
39.87%

89.02%
70.12%

91.13%
71.49%

utilizations of these schemes are collected continuously and shown
in Fig. 4(a) and (b), respectively, during the benchmarking time.
By analyzing the monitoring data, it is clear to comment that the
default scheme with no power saving solution possesses very low
resource utilization. The reason for this issue is that many PMs are
left idle. Meanwhile, the FFD approach achieves a better utilization
in comparison to the default scheme. Unfortunately, this approach
is unable to cover the fluctuation in the cluster workload and
leave many nodes in under-utilized circumstances after placing
the VMs. Obviously, due to this reason, FFD falls behind in the
race with the optimal solution. Contrary to the FFD algorithm,
the proposed approach predicts exactly the required number of
running machines and scales the cluster based on this number.
Obviously, the utilization of the system is enhanced significantly
and sometimes can closely catch the level of optimal solution. It
is worth noting that the optimization of E2M is limited according
to the performance. Because of that, there would be always a
distance compared with the optimal solution. Also, the context
switching might hurt the final result. In fact, this issue happens
to every solutions in any realistic system and can be considered
as an unavoidable problem. Finally, the summary of overall cluster
utilization can be found in Table 3.
6.4. Energy vs. performance
Due to the fact that our first experiment based on Google traces
which only consist of the cluster workload, we have to use an
external study of energy measurement, which is defined in the
CloudESE research [29], to estimate the energy consumption. The
detail of measuring parameters can be found in the original paper
and summarized in Table 4. As shown in Figs. 5 and 6, the default
scheme burns a huge amount of electricity by keeping all the
physical machines running even without any workload. The FFD
approach, in the other hand, burns less energy than the default
scheme but still wastes the power in many under-utilized nodes.
Without the migration and workload anticipation, FFD cannot
preemptively compact the size of PMs pool. This drawback is the
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Fig. 5. Percentage of active physical servers in Google traces experiment.

Fig. 6. Power consumption evaluation of the proposed method in Google traces
experiment (lower is better).

Fig. 7. Power consumption vs. average latency in Google traces experiment.
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Fig. 8. Power consumption vs. average latency in Montage experiment.

Fig. 9. Mean prediction and error bar of the proposed method given 20 training
points in the memory utilization benchmark.

nature of bin packing algorithm family as discussed before. In
contrast to the first two schemes, the energy consumption of the
proposed approach is dropped dramatically due to the prediction
of the futuristic workload and the optimization of PMs pool with
regard to the performance. Note that most of the idle machines
are completely turned-off rather than keeping in the idle state.
Obviously, there is a short distance between E2M and optimal
solution as discussed in the utilization analysis section.
For the energy saving measurement, as seen in Fig. 7, the
proposed method can reduce up to 34.89% of energy consumption
in comparison to the default scheme. It is worth noting that the
optimal solution only reduces 37.08% of energy consumption. It
means that our approach closely achieves the final goal of energy
efficiency. Even in the Montage experiment, as seen in Fig. 8, the
proposed method can cut down 22.71% of the energy consumption
compared with the default scheme. Clearly, this amount of energy
savings is a significant result in real-world scenario. Besides, it is
worth mentioning that the energy loss in the empirical experiment
is always higher than in the experiment based on synthetic data
due to the environmental conditions and devices. Last but not least,
also in Figs. 7 and 8, the average latencies in task scheduling of the
proposed method are around 20.74 and 10.12 s which are 54.72%
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(a) Memory.

(b) CPU.
Fig. 10. Prediction evaluation of the proposed method in Google traces experiment.

and 58.14% less than the optimal solution, when conducting on
Google traces and Montage toolkit, respectively.
6.5. Prediction evaluation
The last part is the evaluation of the prediction in terms of accuracy. It is worth noting that we also use Google traces as our
training and validation datasets. The training set is engaged in
the hyper-generator of the predictor to find the hyper-parameters.
Fig. 9 shows that for an accuracy benchmark of 20 consecutive testing points in the memory utilization, the mean prediction adapts
quite well to the testing data with 95% of confidence maintained
by the variance. Subsequently, the validation set plays the role of
investigator to evaluate the correctness of the prediction. In order
to assess this metric, we would like to include the error measurement mechanism. The error measurement is also referred to as the
error function which is based on the root mean square error (RMSE)
method. Note that the RMSE method is stricter than the popularlyused mean square error (MSE) method. Let n stands for the size of
validation dataset, by using the RMSE error function, the gap between the current value and the predicted one can be evaluated at
every steps of the anticipation. Following is the equation of RMSE:

RMSE =



 n (m)
 Ri − Pi(m)
 i =1
n
(k)

,

(28)

(k)

where Ri and Pi stand for the current and predicted values of
the resource utilization at monitoring window m, respectively. The
variable i stands for the order of the values in validation array. Since
our prediction technique based on the improved fast Gauss transform (IFGT) [36], which strictly controls the RMSE limited to 10−11 ,
the result of the anticipation is very close to the real resource utilization. In fact, as shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b), the proposed method
outperforms the polynomial fitting regression for both memory
and CPU utilizations, respectively.
7. Conclusion
In this research, we propose a comprehensive energy-efficient
resource orchestrating solution for cloud computing system.
Based on the workload prediction and the convex optimization,
the proposed approach can provide the appropriate migrating

Table 4
Energy estimation parameters.
Parameter

Value

Unit

Esleep
Eidle
Epeak
Eactive→sleep
Esleep→active
Eactive→off
Eoff→active

107
300.81
600
1.530556
1.183333
1.544444
11.95

Watt
Watt
Watt
Watt-hour
Watt-hour
Watt-hour
Watt-hour

instructions for the cloud to stack the VMs and cut down the
number of running PMs. Consequently, the power consumption
is significantly reduced while still maintaining the quality of
service. Besides, by evaluating on both Google traces and Montage
toolkit, we show that our approach is not only effective on the
synthetic data, but also save the energy on the realistic system.
Furthermore, due to the fact that most of the computation focuses
on creating the predictive workload information, the complexity
of the corresponding component, which is O(n log n), should be
taken into account as the complexity of the proposed approach. In
reality, this level of low complexity is quite feasible to be integrated
as an energy savings module into any popular cloud orchestrators
(such as OpenStack, OpenNebula, Nimbus, etc.). In future, we plan
to extend our idea to the heterogeneous system to improve the
adaptation of the proposed approach for real-life scenario.
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